SKyPRO IDM / LDAP Add-Ons & Tools
Special pricing for Educational customers
Overview
After discussions with Customers, partners and Micro Focus employees SKyPRO is adjusting the pricing model of its’ IDM and LDAP
add-ons and tools for the educational market. Seeing that currently the majority of Micro Focus customers from the educational
sector are purchasing software using the School License Agreement (SLA) or Academic License Agreement (ALA) SKyPRO is now
offering pricing that aligns with these models.

Content of ALA / SLA
SKyPRO’s ALA and SLA pricing is an annual fee that is due at the time of purchase. Upgrade protection is included in this annual fee.
Upgrade protection gives customers access to the latest builds of SKyPRO’s products and services as well as standard access to
SKyPRO's support team. Standard support is available during business hours (Mon. - Fri. 08:00 AM - 05:00 PM) with reaction times
up to 24 hours. The minimum per order purchase price is $1,000.00.
SKyPRO’s ALA Pricing model:
When choosing SKyPRO’s ALA pricing model the annual fee for the usage of the products and services purchased is determined by
the total of full-time employees (FTE). SKyPRO will accept the same proof of FTE numbers that the customer supplies to MicroFocus.
Remember, Upgrade Protection and standard technical support is included in the annual Fee.
SKyPRO’s SLA Pricing model:
When choosing SKyPRO’s SLA pricing model the annual fee for the usage of the products and services purchased is determined by
the total amount of enrolled students (enrollment). SKyPRO will accept the same proof of enrollment numbers that the academic
customer provides to Micro Focus. Also, as with the Micro Focus policy the enrollment numbers supplied will be those published at
the end of the previous academic year. Remember, Upgrade Protection and technical support is included in the annual Fee.

SKyPRO’s IDM / LDAP add-ons & tools
IDM Audit & Compliance Dashboard:
Event monitoring and object history reporting and restoration.
IDM Toolbox:
Analyze trace files, document work flows, DAL & drivers in excel sheets, clone directory trees and do bulk modification, translate
work flows, design drivers, form- and mail-templates etc. The Toolbox includes 14 Modules that are available individually or in
predefined bundles. In the educational offering an LDAP bundle is offered. These modules can be utilized without using IDM.
PowerRole:
Bulk import and assignments for roles & resources.
SKyPRO Enhanced REST API Service (SERAS):
Easily and safely develop and expose REST APIs for any LDAP based data server. SERAS does not
require Micro Focus IDM.

